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Abstract 
We define and investigate dimension in Bredon cohomology of G-CW-complexes, where G is 
a finite group. We obtain results which in the case of trivial coefficients describe relations 
between vanishing of the cohomology groups of fixed points sets and orbit spaes of the induced 
action of appropriate subgroups of G. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group. In this paper we will study the equivariant cohomology 
theories defined on the category G-CW of G-CW-complexes by Bredon in [l]. By 
a G-CW-complex we mean a CW-complex K with a given cellular action of G such 
that, for every subgroup H of G, the fixed point set KH is a subcomplex of K. It follows 
from this definition that G acts on the set SK of all open cells of K and that, for every 
s E SK and k E s, the isotropy groups Gk = (g E G 1 gk = k) and G,, are equal. 
The main results of this paper, Theorems 1.441.6, specialize to the following results. 
Assume that A is an abelian group, m is a natural number, G is a finite p-group and 
K is a G-CW-complex. Let 
F(K)= {G,IkEK) and UK) = u E,(H), 
HEF(K) 
where E,(H) is the family of all subgroups J of G such that J n H is a normal 
subgroup of .I and J/J n H is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that, for every subgroup H of G and n 2 rn: 
H”(K/H, A) = 0. 
Then, for every subgroup H of G and n 2 m, 
H”(KH, A) = H”(KH/NH, A) = 0. 
where NH is the normalizer of H. 
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Theorem 1.2. Assume that, for every E E E,(K) and n 2 m, 
H”(K/E, A) = 0. 
Then, for every subgroup H of G and n 2 m, 
H”(K/H, A) = 0. 
Theorem 1.3. Assume that, for every subgroup H of G and n 2 m, 
H”(KH, A) = 0 
Suppose that there is a natural number q 2 m + 4log,l GI such that 
Hq(K/E, A) = Hq+‘(K/E, A) = 0 
whenever E E E,(K). Then,,for n 2 m, 
H”(K/G, A) = 0. 
In the case where K = EG is the universal free G-complex, Theorems 1.2 and 
specialize to the well-known results of the cohomology theory of groups [2,4]. 
In order to state our main results we recall briefly the definition of the Bred 
cohomology. We will assume that G is a finite group. Let On be the category 
canonical G-orbits defined in [l]. Its objects are the G-sets of the form G/H, wht 
H is a subgroup of G. The morphisms of OG are the equivariant maps. Coefficients 
Bredon cohomology are contravariant functors from OG to the category Ab of abeli 
groups. Let C,(+, Z) denote the cellular chain complex functor from the category C 
to the category Ab, of chain complexes in Ab. Assume that K is a G-CW-complex. L 
C,(K): OG -+ Ab, 
be the contravariant functor given by C,(K)(G/H) = C,(KH, Z) on objects, and 
the induced maps on morphisms. The nth Bredon cohomology group H”(K, M) 
then the nth cohomology group of the cochain complex 
Homo,( C,(K), W, 
where Horn,&-) denotes the abelian group of all natural transformations of cc 
travariant functors from Oc to Ab. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let K’ be an H-subcomplex of K. By 
we will denote the G-CW-complex equal to the fibre product (pull-back) of t’ 
natural projections K + K/G and K’/H + K,JG to the orbit space. The group G a 
on this G-CW-complex by the action on the first coordinate. If M is a G-coefficic 
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system and K’ = K, then it follows from the classical “uniqueness theorem” in 
[l, IV.51, that 
H”,(K XK/C K/H, M) = H”,(K ML-G/HI)> 
where M [ G/H] is the G-coefficient system such that 
MCGIHI(-) = M(C) 0 Hom,,,,(Z(~),Z(GIH)). 
Here Z(G/H) denotes the free permutation module with the basis G/H. 
We can now state our main results. We assume that m is a natural number, G is 
a finite group, K is a G-CW-complex and M is a G-coefficient system. 
Theorem 1.4. Let H he a p-subgroup qf G such that, ,for every subgroup J (?f’H and 
n 2 m, 
H”,(K xK,o K/J, M) = 0. 
Then,,for every subgroup J of H and n 2 m, 
Hi(K xKjC KJ, M) = 0 = H”,(K x K,GKJ/H n NJ, M). 
Let 9’6 denote the set of all Sylow p-subgroups of G, and let 
YG = u y”“c, 
JE PC. 
where P, is the set of all primes p dividing ICI. We will use the notation 
E,(K) = u E,(K). 
M E 9,. 
It follows from this definition that a p-subgroup J of G belongs to EG( K) if and only if 
there exists ke K such that Jk is a normal subgroup of J and J/Jk is an elementary 
abelian p-group. 
Theorem 1.5. Assume that, for every E E EG( K) and n 2 m, 
H;;( K XK,G K/E, M) = 0. 
Then, for every subgroup H ofG and n 2 m, 
H;;(K xKiG KJH, M) = 0. 
Theorem 1.6. Assume that 
H;;(K xKjG K”, M) = 0 
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whenever E E E,(K) and n 2 m. Let q he a natural number such that, for every p E PG and 
G,EY& 
q 2 m + 4log,lG,I. 
Suppose that, for every E E E,(K), 
H4,(K xKiC K/E, M) = H‘,$+‘(K xKiC K/E, M) = 0. 
Then, for every subgroup H of G and every n 2 m 
H”,(K x,,~ K/H, M) = 0. 
In Section 2 we will recall the definition of cohomological dimension in Bredon 
cohomology (introduced in [7]) and reformulate the statements of the above the- 
orems in terms of this dimension (Theorems 2.7-2.9). We will also show there how to 
obtain Theorems 1.441.6 from Theorems 2.772.9. Theorems 2.7 through 2.9 will be 
proved in Section 3. In their proofs we will use the main technical results (Theorems 
1.5 and 1.6) of [6] and some of the results of [7]. 
Let 
In [6] we proved the following fact (Theorem 1.1 of [6]), 
Theorem 1.7. Assume that, for every subgroup H of G and every n 2 m, 
H”,(K x&K”, K’H); M) = 0. 
Let G’ be a subgroup of G such that, for every prime p and every p-subgroup H of G, 
H;(K x,,~ K/H, M) = 0 
whenever m I n I n + 1 + 4log,l GLl where Gb is a Sylow p-subgroup of G’. Then, for 
all n 2 m. 
H”,(K x~,~ K/G’, M) = 0. q 
If G’ = G, then Theorem 1.7 is a consequence of Theorem 1.6. In fact one can state 
and prove Theorem 1.6 in a stronger form which implies Theorem 1.7. Theorem 1.7 
will not be used in our proofs of Theorems 1.4-1.6. 
We now show how to obtain Theorems 1.1-1.3 from Theorems 1.4-1.6. Let A be an 
abelian group. By the same symbol A we will denote the constant contravariant 
functor from OG to Ab. It is easy to check that, for every subgroup H of G, 
H”,( K xKic K’lH, A) = H”( K’/H, A). 
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Thus Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Theorem 1.4, Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of 
Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of Theorem 1.6. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we generalize slightly the definition of Bredon cohomology groups. 
These cohomology groups will be used later in proofs of our main results. We also 
outlined their properties as described in [S], [6], and [7]. 
Let G be a finite group let H be a subgroup of G. By OG,H we will denote the 
category whose objects are the canonical G-orbits and whose morphisms are the 
G-maps ft,,, : G/J -+ G/J’ determined by the elements h of H satisfying the condition 
h- ’ Jh L J’. Here, &,](gJ) = ghJ’ for g E G. There is a split surjection of categories 
Z.0G.H -+ OH given by sending G/J to H/H n J and a morphism f to its restriction. 
A right inverse i : OH + OG,H is given by i(H/L) = G x,(H/L) and i(f) = G xHf 
Assume now that K is a G-KW-complex and that K’ is an H-subcomplex of K. For 
every subgroup J of G let 
K’J = {~EK’I J E Gkj. 
Let 
c,(K’):O~,~+ Ab 
be the contravariant functor such that, for every J c G, 
c,(K’)(G/J) = C,(K’J,Z) 
and, for every morphism frh, of OG,H, 
cdK’)(hd = G.(Chl, zh 
where [h] : KfJ’ --f K lJ is induced by the operation by h. 
If M is a contravariant functor from OG,H to Ab, then we define H;,)(K’, M) to be 
equal to the nth cohomology group of the cochain complex 
Homoc;.,,(c*(K’), W. 
This cohomology groups are the Bredon cohomology groups of the H-CW-complex 
K’ with the local H-coefficient system 9. If s is an open cell of K’ and K(s) is the 
smallest CW-subcomplex of K’ which contains s, then 
y(K(s)) = M(G/GA. 
If, for every k E K’, Hk = Gk, then 
H;,,(K’, M) = H;,(K’, Mi). 
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If M = M’n where M’ : OH -+ Ab, then 
H;,,(K’, M) = H;{(K’, M’). 
In particular, if M = A is a constant contravariant functor, then 
H;,,(K’, A) = H”(K’/H, A). 
If K = G/J = K’, then 
H;,,,(G/J, M) = n M(G/gJg- ‘). 
IsltH G/J 
It is obvious that if H = G, then OG,G = 0, and H&,(-,-) = Hz(-,-). 
Let F be a set of subgroups of G. By OF,H we will denote the full subcategory 
0 G.H whose objects are canonical G-orbits G/J such that J E F. Let 
F(K’)= {G~~~EK’}. 
Then 
Homo,, (c* (0 W = Homo,,, ,.,, (c,W’), Ml. 
Assume that J is a subgroup of H. Let 
‘JZ 0G.J + 0G.H 
be the natural inclusion of categories. By H,*,,(K’, M) we will denote the cohomolc 
groups of the cochain complex 
Homo<; ,(c,(K’)i,, Ml,). 
Let 
M [ H/J] : OG,I, + Ab 
be the contravariant functor such that, for L G G, 
MCH/JI(G/L) = M(G/L) 0 HomzcH,(Z(H/H n L), Z(H/J)) 
and for frhl : G/L -+ G/L’, 
MCH/JlU& = M(.M 0 Homz~dWh)~ 4, 
where j’ ihI : H/H n L + H/H n L’ is the H-map determined by h. It is proved in [ 
that 
H;“,,(K’, M) = H,*,,(K’, MCWJI) 
and that, if G = H, then 
H,*,,(K’, M) = H;(K x,,~ K’/J, M). 
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Let e be the neutral element of G. It follows from the definition that Oc,, is the poset 
of all subgroups of G. There exists a natural H-action on the complex 
Homo,:,,.(c,(W,, Ml,) 
such that, for every subgroup J of H, 
Homo, ,(c,(K’)z,, M~J) = HomoC,,C,(c*(K’)l,, MI,)~. 
The following facts are a generalization of the well-known results of the cohomology 
theory of groups and can be proved by similar methods to those described in 
[2, IIIlO]. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) Suppose that J is a subgroup ofH such that ) H/J\ is a power ofp. 4 
H;,,(K, M) is a p-group, then H;,,(K, M) is also a p-group. 
(ii) Suppose that 
H;,,(K, M) = 0. 
Then 
I HI f&W, M) = 0. 
li additionally, for every prime p dividing (HI, 
where H, is a Sylow p-subgroup of H, then 
HyH,(K, M) = 0. 0 
In [7], we have proved the following result, 
Proposition 2.2. Let m and q be natural numbers such that q < m. Let H be a p-subgroup 
?f G. Suppose that J is a subgroup of H such that 
H;J)(K,M) = 0 
whenever q I n I m. Let 
H;,,,(K, M) = 0 
whenever J g J’ G H and n = m, m - 1. Then 
H;&K> M) = 0 
whenever q I n I m. 0 
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The statements (i) and (ii) of the next results are proved in [6]. The assertion (iii) is 
proved in [7]. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume that H is a p-subgroup of G and that J is a subgroup of H. 
Suppose that K” is an H-subcomplex of K’ such that, for every point k E K’\K”, Hk is 
a subgroup of J. Let m be a natural number. 
(i) Suppose that, for n = m, m + 1, H;,,(K’, K”; M) is a p-group and 
H;,,(K’, K”; M) = 0. 
Then, for n = m,m + 1, 
H;;,(K’, K”; M) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose that, for n = m, m + 1, m + 2, 
H;,,(K’, K”; M) = 0 
and, forn=m,m+ 1, 
H;n)( K’, K”; M) = 0. 
Then 
H;;fj’(K’, K”; M) = 0. 
(iii) Let J be a normal subgroup of H. Assume that 
H;,.,(K’, K”; M) = 0 
whenever n 2 m, J s J’ s H, and J’/J is an elementary abelian p-group. Then, for all 
n 2 m, 
H;,,(K’, K”; M) = 0. 0 
We recall now the definition of the dimension in Bredon cohomology, which was 
introduced in [7]. Let H be a subgroup of G and let M : OC,” --+ Ab be a coefficient 
system. Assume that K is a G-CW-complex and that K’ is an H-subcomplex of K. Let 
N + = N u {cc}, where N is the set of all natural numbers. We define cd,(K’, M) to be 
the smallest element d of N ’ such that, for every n 2 d + 1, 
H;,,(K’, A4) = 0. 
If F is a set of subgroups of H, then 
cd,(K’, M) = max{cdJ(K’, M)I JEFF. 
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The number 
cd(H, IS, M) = max{cd,(K’, M) 1 J c H} 
will be called the cohomological dimension of the H-subcomplex K’ of K with 
coefficients in M. We will also consider the natural extension of the above definitions 
to the case of a pair of H-subcomplexes of K. 
As immediate consequences of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the following 
facts. 
Corollary 2.4. (i) For any subgroup H of G, 
cd(H,K’,M)=max{cd(H,,K’,M)IpEP,,H,EYP,}. 
(ii) If cd(H, K’, M) is a finite number, then 
cd(H, K’, M) = cd,(K’, M). 0 
We will use the following notation. Let J be a subgroup of H. Then 
F(J,H) = { J’I J c J’ c H}. 
If J is a normal subgroup of a p-group H, then E( J, H) will denote the subset of 
F( J, H) such that J’EE(J, H) if and only if J’/J is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Corollary 2.5. Let H be a p-subgroup of G and let J be a subgroup of H. If 
cdro,,,(K’, M) < a> 
then 
&J,nj(K’, M) = cd.r(K’, M). 
Proof. This result is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. 0 
Proposition 2.6. Let H be a p-subgroup of G and let J be a subgroup of H. Suppose that 
(K’, K”) is a pair of H-C W-complexes of K such that, for every k E K’\K”, Hk c J. 
Then the following equalities hold. 
(i) cdFcJ,HnNJ,(K’,K”; Ml = cdEcJ,HnNJ,(K’,K”; Ml. 
(ii) cd,o,Hj(K’, M) = max(cd,(K’, K”; M), cd,(K’, K”; M)). 
(iii) If there is a natural number m > cd,(K’, K”; M) such that, for n = m, m + 1, 
H;,,(K’, K”; M) = 0, 
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cdF(J,H,(K’, K”; M) = cdJ(K’, K”; M). 
Proof. The equality (i) is a consequence of Proposition 2.3(iii). The equality (ii) follows 
from Propositions 2.1 and 2.3(i). The assertion (iii) can be obtained from Propositions 
2.3(ii) and 2.6(ii) and Corollary 2.5. 0 
We now state three theorems which imply Theorems 1.441.6. They will be proved in 
Section 3 of this paper. 
Theorem 2.7. Let H be a p-subgroup of G and let M : OG,H + Ab be a coejficient system. 
Let m be a natural number such that, for every J c H, 
cd,(KJ, M) c m. 
Assume that there exists a natural number q 2 m + 4log,JHI such that, for 
every J s H, 
HTJ,(K, M) = 0 = HT;’ (K, M). 
Then 
cd(H, K, M) < m. 
Theorem 2.8. Let H be a p-subgroup of G and let M : OG.II -+ Ab be a coejficient system. 
Then,,for any subgroup J of H, 
cd(H n NJ, KJ, M) I cd(H, K, M). 
Theorem 2.9. Zf G is a finite group, and M : Oc + Ab is a G-coefJicient system, then 
cd(G, K, M) = &w)(K, M). 
We will now prove Theorems 1.4-1.6 using the theorems above. Let us recall that if 
M: OG -+ Ab is a G-coefficient system then 
H;.,,(K, M) = H”,(K, M [G/J11 = H”,(K XK/G K/J, Ml. 
Thus Theorem 1.4 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 1.5 is 
a consequence of Theorem 2.9. From the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, and from 
Theorem 2.7, it follows that, for every E E&(K), cd(E, K, M) I m - 1. Now, it is 
sufficient to apply Theorem 2.9 to obtain Theorem 1.6. 
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3. Main results 
In our proofs of the main results of this paper we will consider certain pairs of 
CW-subcomplexes of K indexed by appropriate triples of subgroups of G. These pairs 
were introduced in [6]. We recall now the definition. 
Suppose that J, H and L are subgroups of G such that J c H s L and J is a normal 
subgroup of H. We will consider the following sets of subgroups: 
and 
F,={UcLjUJ#H=(UnH)J}. 
Let, for i = O,l, Ki = Uut~, K “. We will denote the pair (K, , K,) of CW-subcom- 
plexes of K by K( J, H, L). If J = e, then Ki = K” and 
K,\K,,={~EKIL~=H}. 
IfJ=H,thenK,=Kand 
K,\Ko = {keKI Lk s H}. 
If H = L, then K0 = 8. Hence 
K(H, H, Hl = (K, 8). K(e, H, H) = (K”, 81. 
If G’ is a subgroup of NJ n NH n NL, then K( J, H, L) is a pair of G’-subcomplexes of 
K. It follows from the definition that, if G’ s L n NH, then 
H?G*,.,(K(e, H, L); M) = H&HI(K(~, H, L); M). 
Let H’, G’ be p-subgroups of G such that H’ s G’. By P(H’, G’) we will denote the 
set of all pairs of CW-subcomplexes of K of the form K(J, H, L) where 
J s H E H’ c L s G’ n NJ and H’/J is an elementary abelian p-group. (In [6] this 
set was denoted by C,(H’,G’).) The following fact is a consequence of the main 
technical results, Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, of [6]. It will be used in the proof of Theorems 
2.7-2.9. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that H is a p-subgroup of G such that, for every subgroup J 
of H, 
H;,,(K, M) = 0 
whenever m I n I 41og,l H) + 1. Assume that 
H;,,(K,, Ko; W = 0 
wheneverJ&J’cH,(K,,Ko)EP(J,J’)andn>m+log,(J’[. 
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Then 
H;,,(K,, KC,; M) = 0 
whenever n 2 m + log,lHl, J E H and (K,,KO)eP(J,H). 0 
The following lemma is easy to prove, and can also be obtained from the results of 
[6, Section 23. 
Lemma 3.2. (i) Let L be a p-subgroup of G and let H, J and J’ be subgroups of L such 
that H G NJ’ n NJ, J s J’ G NJ. Suppose that,for every subgroup J” of J’, 
HyH,,,,.)(K(e, J”, L); M) = 0. 
Then 
H&,(K( J, J’, L); M) = 0. 
(ii) Let H be a p-subgroup of G and let m be a natural number. Assume that, for every 
J c H and every n 2 m, 
H;,,(KJ, M) = 0. 
Then 
H;,,(K,, Ko; M) = 0 
whenever ( K1, K,) E P( J, H), J c H and n 2 m + log,1 H I. 0 
We can now prove one of the results stated in Section 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 hold. Then 
Lemma 3.2(ii) implies that H;,,(K,, Ko;M) = 0 whenever J c J’ c H, (K,,Ko) 
E P( J, J’), and n 2 m + log,\ J’I. From Proposition 2.2 we obtain that H;,,(K, M) = 0 
whenever J G H and m i n I m + 1 + 41og,l H 1. Proposition 3.1 implies now that 
H;,)(K,M) = 0 whenever J c H and ~12 m + log,lJl. Thus cd(H, K,M) -C 00 and 
from Corollary 2.4(ii) it follows that this number is equal to cd,(K, M) so is smaller 
than m. 0 
In our proof of Theorem 2.8 we will use the following fact. 
Proposition 3.3. Let H be a p-subgroup of G. Then, for any subgroup J of H, 
cd,(K-‘, M) I cd(H, K,M). 
The proposition above will be proved at the end of the paper. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.8. Assume that cd(H, K, M) = m - 1 is a finite number. Then 
Proposition 3.3 implies that, for J G H and n 2 m, H;,,(KJ, M) = 0. Proposition 3.1 
and Lemma 3.2 imply that 
H~,fs,(K( J, J, H n NJ); M) = 0 
whenever n 2 m + log,1 HI and H’ is a subgroup of H such that J is a normal 
subgroup of H’ and H’/J is an abelian elementary p-group. From Proposition 2.6 we 
obtain that, for every J E H, 
cd anN.,(K(J,J,HnNJ);M) I m - 1 + log,lHI. 
We will now prove, by the induction on ) HI, that, for every J G H and 
n 2 m + log,] HI, 
H;IHn.Jj(K(e, J, W; M) = 0. 
It is easy to check that 
K(e,J,H)= K(e,J,HnNJ). 
Thus it is sufficient to consider only the case where J is a normal subgroup of H. In 
this case we will proceed by the induction on ) JI. It follows from the inductive 
assumptions that 
H;MnNJ,l(K(e, J’, H); W = 0 
whenever J’ c J, J’ # J, and n 2 m + log,/ HI. Now we can use the fact that 
cdH(K( J, J, H); M) I m - 1 + log,1 HI. 
If H” is a subgroup of H n NJ, then it follows from the definition of the cohomol- 
ogy groups that 
HTHfs,(K(e, J, H); M) = H;HppJI(K(e, J, H); M). 
Proposition 2.6 implies that, for J G H, H” L H n NJ, and n 2 m + log,1 HI, 
H;,!.,(K(e, J, H); M) = 0. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2(i), H;lHssj( KJ, M) = 0, whenever J c H, H” E H n NJ, and 
Y 2 m + log,1 HI. 
Thus cd(H n NJ, KJ, M) is a finite number. From Corollary 2.4(ii) we obtain that 
cd(H n NJ, KJ, M) = cd(e, KJ, M) I m - 1 
md this fact ends the proof. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let cdE,(K,(K, M) = d where d is a natural number. It follows 
from Theorem 2.8 that, for every p-group HE E,(K) and every J c H, 
cd(H n NJ, KJ, M) I d. We will prove that, for every p-subgroup H of G, 
cd(H n NJ, K(e, J, H); M) I d + log,1 H/J 1 
whenever J c H. We will proceed by the induction on ) H 1 and then on 1 H/JI. If 
J = H. then 
K(e, J, J) = (KJ,(b). 
If J is not a normal subgroup of H, then we can use the induction on (H 1 because 
K(e, J, H) = K(e, J, H n NJ). 
If, for every kEK, Hk # J, then 
cd(H n NJ, K(e, J, H); M) = - 1. 
Assume now that J is a normal subgroup of H and that there is a point k E K such that 
J = Hk. Let J’ be subgroup of H such that J is a normal subgroup of J’ and J’JJ is an 
elementary abelian p-group. It follows from the definition that J’EE~(K). The 
inductive assumptions imply that 
cd JcnNHc(K(e, H’, H); M) I d + log,1 H/H’1 
whenever J c H’ c H and H’ # J. From the fact that cdJ,(KJ, M) I d it follows that 
cdJs(K(e, J, H); M) I d + log,1 H/JI. 
From Proposition 2.6 we obtain that 
cd,,,(K(e, J, H);M) I d + log,\ H/J( 
whenever J c H” s H. If H’ is a subgroup of H, then 
cd,,(K(e, J, H); M) = cd,,,(K(e,J, H); M). 
Thus 
cd(H, K(e, J, H); M) I d + log,1 H/JI. 
In particular, for every Sylow p-subgroup G, of G and J c G,, 
cd(G,nNJ,K(e,J,G,);M)< co. 
The result can be now obtained from Lemma 3.2(i) and Corollary 2.4. 0 
In order to prove Proposition 3.3 we now state and prove Proposition 3.4 which is 
the main technical result of this paper. Proposition 3.4 is independent from the main 
results of [6] and [7]. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let H be a p-subgroup of G. Assume that J is a normal subgroup of 
H such that H/J is an elementary abelian p-group. Assume that 
H;,,,(K, M) = 0 
whenever J c J’ s H and n = m + log,/ J’/J 1, m + 1 + log,1 J’/J I. Then 
H;,s,(K, M) = 0 = H;,,(K(J’, J’, H), M) 
whenever J E J’ G H and m I n I m + 1 + log,1 J’/JI 
In order to prove the proposition above we need the following fact. 
Lemma 3.5. Let H be a subgroup of G and let J be a normal subgroup of H such that 
H/J is a cyclic p-group, Let M, [H/J] be the coeficient system defined on Oo,n which is 
equal to the cokernel of the natural inclusion I : M -+ M [ H/J]. Assume that K’ is an 
H-subcomplex of K such that, for every ke K’, Hk = Jk. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H;,,(K’, M) = 0 = HT,,(K’, M), for n = m, m + 1. 
(ii) H;n,(K’, M,[H/J]) = 0, for n = m, m + 1. 
Proof. It follows from the definition that, after the restriction to the category OFC,,,,,, 
we have two exact sequences: 
O+ M-, M[H/J]+ M,[H/J]+O, 
O+ M,[H/J] + M[H/J] + M -+ 0. 
The inclusion M + M [H/J] is the composition of two natural inclusions 
M + M,[H/J] and M,[H/J] -+ M [H/J]. The implication (i) = (ii) is obvious. If the 
condition (ii) holds, then, for n = m, m + 1, 
H;,,(K’, M) = H;;,(K’, M) 
and there are epimorphisms 
H;,,(K’, M) --+ ff;_r,(K’, M), 
whose images are equal to 0. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We will use the induction on 1 H 1 and then on I H/J/. Assume 
first that H = J’. In this case we have to prove that 
H;,,(K M) = 0 
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whenever m I n 5 m + 1 + log,lH/JI. It is sufficient to consider only the case where 
JH/JJ = p. The assumptions imply that, for IZ = m, m + 1, 
H;,,(K M,CHIJl) = 0. 
It follows from the definition that 
f$f)(K~cCWJI) = H;,,(K(J,J,H);M,CHIJl). 
Lemma 3.5 implies that, for ~1 = m, m + 1, 
H;,,(K(J,J,H);M) = 0 = H;,,(K(J,J,H);M). 
Let K, = {/cEK 1 Hk # Jk). Then 
H;,,(&, M) = H;.J,(&, M) = 0. 
Hence HyH1( K, M) = 0 because K( J, J, H) = (K, K,). Thus the case H = J’ is proved. 
We will need the following notation. Suppose that J c_ H” c H’ L H. Let 
M{H”,H’):O,,,+ Ab 
be the contravariant functor such that, for f. c G, 
M{H”,H’}(G/L) = M(G/L) 
in the case where H’ n L = H” n L and is equal to 0 otherwise. If f: G/L’ -+ G/L is 
a morphism of Oe,‘, and M{ H”, H’}(G/L) # 0, then M{H”, H’}(f) = M(f). It is 
easy to check that 
H;,r,,(K, M{ H”, H’) [H, H’]) = H;,,,(K(H”, H”, H’); M). 
Assume now that H # J’. It follows from the assumptions that there exists a sub- 
group H’ of H such that J’ L H’ and /H/H’1 = p. Let 
& = {J” c H 1 J” n H’ = J’ # J”}. 
The set &’ is not empty. Suppose that H” E&. Let 98 = s4\ { HI‘}. Then there exists an 
exact sequence of functors 
O+ M{H”,H}+ M{J’,H’}[H,H’]+ M’+O 
where 
M’=(M{J’,H}),[H,H’]@ @ M{J’,H 
J”EI 
S/M {J’,H). 
From the inductive hypotheses we obtain that 
H;,,(K( J’, J’, H); M,[H, H’]) = 0 
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whenever m I n I m + 1 + log,lJ’/JI. Now it is sufficient to apply Lemma 3.5. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. For any p-subgroup J of G, let c$( J) be the Frattini subgroup 
of J [3]. This means that 4(J) is the intersection of all maximal subgroups of J. If 
4(J) s J’ c J, then J’ is a normal subgroup of J and J/J’ is an elementary abelian 
p-group. It follows from the definition that 
K(4(J), J, J) = K(e, J, J) = (K.‘,@). 
Assume that, for n 2 m and J c H, H;,,(K, M) = 0. Proposition 3.4 implies that 
H;,,(K( J’, J’, J); M) = 0 
whenever y1 2 m and 4(J) G J’ c J E H. By induction on 1 J’/c$( J)I it is easy to prove 
that 
H;_q(K(& J), J’, J); W = 0 
whenever 4(J) G J’ G J and n 2 m. Thus 
H;,)W’, M) = ff;.,#(d~(J), J, J); W = 0 
whenever n 2 m and J G H and this ends the proof. 0 
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